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In this issue we focus on:
l Pension Lifetime Allowance
l Allowance Protection

Whilst still reeling from the double blow of Brexit and our Euro 2016 exit, I thought I would retreat into the familiarity
and comfort of pension regulation - and offer some helpful information upon HMRC’s new spasm of pension
Lifetime Allowance restriction:

Pensions Lifetime Allowance 
Pensions Lifetime Allowance fell again on 6th April this year to a new limit of £1 million. Unprotected pension pots
in excess of this £1 million limit are at risk of incurring a Lifetime Allowance tax charge of up to 55% upon the
crystallisation of pension funds in excess of the Lifetime Allowance.

The imposition of an upper limit on tax-efficient pension savings emerged within the Pensions Simplification
legislation of 2006. Pension rules were changed significantly under this legislation – including the introduction of
an overall limit on the amount of tax privileged pension funds a member can accrue without incurring additional
tax charges upon benefit withdrawal. 

In the 10 years since that legislation, individual Lifetime Allowance has been moved seven times – from an initial
£1.5 million in 2006/7, up to £1.8 million in 2010/11 and now down again to £1 million this year. On each occasion,
some form of protection has been made available to those with estimated pension benefits in excess of the new
limit. This year’s reduction is likely to impact upon many well-provisioned members and in recognition of the
potential unfairness that would arise from the backdating of the new LTA to pension savers who already have
pension pots in excess of the new LTA limit, ‘allowance protection’ has again been offered.

Allowance Protection
Two forms of transitional Allowance Protection have been introduced. These transitional protections, whilst similar
to existing protections, need to be fully recognised and properly understood.

Here’s how it works:

The new protections are ‘Fixed Protection 2016’ (FP2016) and ‘Individual Protection 2016’ (IP2016). Members who
currently have no protection on their pension funds can now apply – together with certain of those have already
taken steps to protect their Lifetime Allowance.

Members’ Pension Benefits must be tested against Lifetime Allowance (‘LTA’) whenever a Benefit Crystallisation
Event (BCE) occurs. A ‘BCE’ occurs when a fresh uplift of benefits is taken from either ‘uncrystallised funds’ within
the Member’s scheme account; from other private pension benefits held out - with the SSAS; on the occasion of
lump sum benefits being paid out on death and irrespective of benefit uplift event - upon the members attainment
of age 75.
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Whilst Lifetime Allowance protection is important to everyone whose existing pension fund is close to £1.25 million,
careful consideration to protection must also be given by those for whom benefit uplift may be many years away
– and investment growth of fund assets could drive their fund value above the new LTA limit of £1 million.

To protect an unprotected pension fund against the current (and any future) Lifetime Allowance reductions, an
application for FP 2016 and/or IP 2016 must first be registered with HMRC. Should some form of existing protection
already be held, then the nature of that protection (Primary Protection/Enhanced Protection/Fixed Protection) must
be recognised and considered before any new protection initiative is taken. Certain of these existing protections
can be retained jointly with FP2016 and IP2016 – but guidance, in advance of action, is essential.

It’s also important to note that if Fixed Protection is required NO contributions should be made on or after 
6th April 2016.

Those for whom allowance protection carries most urgency will be members who are planning to take benefits
very soon and command total pension benefits in excess of £1 million – but less than £1.25 million. For these
members, HMRC has provided an interim protection application process which simply requires the submission of
a pro-forma letter, enclosing a completed Interim Protection application.

This interim procedure is to be replaced within the next month by a new online digital service under which a full
protection application must be submitted. Registration reference numbers, for both temporary interim applications
and permanent online applications will then become essential Reference Numbers to be quoted upon every benefit
uplift event. 

We await the introduction of HMRC’s online application service and will report more upon this in due course. 
We shall also be addressing the mechanics and merits of IP2016 and FP2016 in future bulletins. Meanwhile, 
if you have any necessity for rapid action (of which we are currently unaware) then please make contact with us
right away.

Now back to the small matter of our Brexit...!

Geoffrey Stait
July 2016

The opinions expressed are those of the author. The material provided is for general information only and does not constitute
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decisions. Links to external sites are for information only and do not constitute endorsement. Always obtain independent
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